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Motivation: In computer vision, contrastive feature learning [1,2] is the state of the art, but requires huge mini-batch sizes, special network
design, or memory banks, making it unappealing for 3D medical imaging; while in 3D medical imaging, reconstruction-based self-supervised
learning [7] reaches a new height in performance, but lacks mechanisms to learn contrastive features.
Question: Can we learn contrastive features via reconstruction for 3D medical imaging?
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t-SNE embedding

Parts2Whole learns contrastive features
The contrastive loss automatically decreases as the
reconstruction loss of Parts2Whole decreases.
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Parts2Whole learns part-whole semantics
1• Features of parts belonging to the same whole
are close
2• Features of parts belonging to different wholes
are far away
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Parts2Whole learns contrastive features enriched with part-whole semantics by reconstructing a whole from its parts
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Properties of Parts2Whole:
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Reconstruction Loss

• Scalable - Discriminating individual images as
Exemplar[3], but avoiding heavy classification heads.
• Feasible - Learning contrastive features as contrastive
learning[1,2], but eliminating the need for huge minibatch size or memory bank.
• Semantic - Exploiting recurrent anatomical structures as
Models Genesis[7], but learning semantics embedded
in the universal and intrinsic part-whole relationship.
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The pre-trained encoder can be utilized in target tasks
for both classification and segmentation

Result: Parts2Whole offers significant better or at least competitive performances compared with four publicly available 3D pretrained models
Task
Method Modality Metric
Lung nodule false positive reduction
CT
AUC
Lung nodule segmentation
CT
IoU
Liver segmentation
CT
IoU
PE false positive reduction
CT
AUC
Brain tumor segmentation
MRI
IoU

Scratch
94.25±5.07
74.05±1.97
77.82±3.87
79.99±8.06
63.91±1.41

I3D [4]
98.26±0.27
71.58±0.55
70.65±4.26
80.55±1.11
67.83±0.75

NiftyNet [5]
94.14±4.57
52.98±2.05
83.23±1.05
77.33±8.05
60.78±1.60

MedicalNet [6]
95.80±0.49
75.68±0.32
85.52±0.58
86.43±1.44
66.09±1.35

Models Genesis [7]
97.90±0.57
77.62±0.64
84.17±1.93
87.20±2.87
68.08±1.15

Parts2Whole
98.67±0.23
77.35±0.61
86.70±0.62
86.14±2.97
68.33±0.41

p-value♱
0.0011
0.1709
0.0002
0.2126
0.2654

The best methods are bolded while the others are highlighted in red if they achieve equivalent performance compared with the best one (i.e., p > 0.05).
p-value♱ is calculated between Parts2Whole and the previous top-1 solution.

Ablation Study: A hard but feasible proxy task yields more generic features
w/ skip conn.
Part Size
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Lung nodule false positive reduction
(45% training data)
Lung nodule segmentation
(10% training data)
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88.48±8.24

93.78±2.12

91.48±0.45

94.84±1.58

93.52±1.32

91.69±4.12

70.64±0.21

72.72±0.42

73.29±0.58

74.23±0.87

73.43±0.32

73.66±0.36

Removing skip connections avoids low-level details passing from the encoder to decode, yielding more generic features.
Part size should be small enough to erase low-level cues, but large enough to have discriminative structures and textures.
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